28-39-158. Dietary services

...(g) Sanitary conditions. Each facility shall comply with the following provisions.

(1) The facility shall procure all foods from sources approved or considered satisfactory by federal, state and local authorities.

(2) The facility shall store, prepare, display, distribute, and serve foods to residents, visitors and staff under sanitary conditions.

(A) The facility shall keep potentially hazardous foods at a temperature of 45° F or 7° C or lower, or at a temperature of 140° F or 60° C or higher.

(B) The facility shall provide each mechanically refrigerated storage area with a numerically scaled thermometer, accurate to +plus or -minus 3° F or 1.5° C, which is located to measure the warmest part of the storage area and is easily readable.

(C) The facility shall keep frozen food frozen and shall store the food at a temperature of not more than 0° F.

(D) The facility shall store each prepared food, dry or staple food, single service ware, sanitized equipment, or utensil at least six inches or 15 centimeters above the floor on clean surfaces and shall protect the food from contamination.

(E) The facility shall store and label containers of poisonous compounds or cleaning supplies and keep the containers in areas separate from those used for food storage, preparation and serving.

(F) The facility shall cover, label, and date each food item not stored in the original product container or package.

(G) The facility shall tightly cover and date each opened food item stored in the original product container or package.

(H) The facility shall not store prepared foods, dry or staple foods, single service ware, sanitized equipment or utensils and containers of food under exposed or unprotected sewer lines or water lines, except for automatic fire protection sprinkler heads. The facility shall not store food and service equipment or utensils in toilet rooms.

(I) The facility shall store food not subject to further washing or cooking before serving in a way that protects the food against cross-contamination.

(J) The facility shall not store packaged food subject to entry of water in contact with water or undrained ice.

(3) The facility shall prepare and serve food:
(A) with the least possible manual contact;
(B) with suitable utensils; and
(C) on surfaces that have been cleaned, rinsed and sanitized before use to prevent cross-contamination.

(4) The facility shall not prepare or serve food from containers with serious defects.

(5) The facility shall thoroughly wash each raw fruit and raw vegetable with water before being cooked or served.

(6) With the following exceptions, the facility shall cook potentially hazardous foods which require cooking to at least 145°F.

(A) The facility shall cook poultry, poultry stuffings, stuffed meats and stuffing containing meat to a minimum temperature of 165°F in all parts of the food with no interruption of the cooking process.

(B) The facility shall cook pork and any food containing pork to a minimum temperature of 150°F in all parts of the food.

(C) The facility shall cook ground beef and any food containing ground beef to at least 155°F in all parts of the food.

(7) When foods in which dry milk has been added are not cooked, the foods shall be consumed within 24 hours.

(8) The facility shall use only pasteurized fresh milk as a milk beverage and shall transfer to a glass directly from a milk dispenser or original container. When clinically indicated, non-fat dry milk may be added to fresh milk served to a resident.

(9) The facility shall use only clean whole eggs, with shells intact and without cracks or checks, or pasteurized liquid, frozen, or dry eggs or egg products, or commercially prepared and packaged hard cooked, peeled eggs. All eggs shall be cooked.

(10) The facility shall reheat rapidly potentially hazardous foods that have been cooked and then refrigerated to a minimum of 165°F throughout before being served or before being placed in a hot food storage unit.

(11) The facility shall use metal stem-type numerically scaled thermometers, accurate to plus or minus 3°F to assure the attainment and maintenance of proper internal cooking, holding, or refrigeration temperatures of potentially hazardous foods.

(12) The facility shall thaw potentially hazardous foods:

(A) Under refrigeration;
(B) under cold running water;
(C) in a microwave when the food will be immediately cooked; or
(D) as part of the cooking process.

(h) Service. The facility shall:
...(2) provide ice for beverages which shall be handled in a manner which prevents contamination;

(3) cover food distributed for room service and to dining rooms not adjacent to the dietetic services department; and

(4) protect food on display from contamination by the use of packaging or by the use of easily cleanable counter, serving line or salad bar protective devices or other effective means.

(i) Dietary employees shall:

(1) Thoroughly wash their hands and exposed portions of their arms with soap and water before starting work, during work as often as necessary to keep them clean, and after smoking, eating, drinking, or using the toilet. Employees shall keep their fingernails clean and trimmed;

(2) wear clean outer clothing;

(3) use effective hair restraints to prevent contamination of food and food-contact surfaces;

(4) taste food in a sanitary manner;

(5) use equipment and utensils constructed from and repaired with safe materials;

(6) Clean and sanitize equipment and utensils after each use;

(7) Use clean, dry cloths or paper used for no purpose but for wiping food spills on tableware such as plates or bowls; and,

(8) Use cloths or sponges for wiping food spills on food and non-food contact surfaces which are clean, rinsed frequently in a sanitizing solution and stored in the sanitizing solution which is maintained at an effective concentration.

(j) The facility shall ensure that only persons authorized by the facility are in the dietary services area or areas.

...(l) Cleaning procedures. The facility shall:

(1) Establish and follow cleaning procedures to ensure that all equipment and work areas, including walls, floors, and ceilings are clean;

(2) perform cleaning and sanitizing of tableware and equipment by immersion, spray-type, or low-temperature dishwashing machines used according to the manufacturer's directions. Rinse temperature in hot water machines shall be a minimum of 160°F at the dish level;

(3) air dry all tableware, kitchenware, and equipment;

(4) store glasses and cups in an inverted position;

(5) cover or invert other stored utensils;

(6) provide for storage of knives, forks, and spoons so that the handle is first presented;

(7) provide mops and mop pails for exclusive use in the dietary department;
(8) provide a lavatory with hot and cold running water, soap, and single-service towels or a mechanical hand drying device in dietetic services;

(9) dispose of waste in a sanitary manner via a food disposal or in clean containers with tight-fitting covers; and

(10) cover waste containers except when in continuous use.

(Authorized by and implementing K.S.A. 39-932; effective Nov. 1, 1993; amended Feb. 21, 1997.)


...7) There shall be a ware-washing area apart from and located to prevent contamination of food preparation and serving areas. The area shall include commercial-type dishwashing equipment. Space shall be provided for receiving, scraping, sorting, and stacking soiled tableware and for transferring clean tableware to the using area.

8) There shall be a three-compartment deep sink for manual cleaning and sanitizing.

9) Exhaust ventilation for the ware-washing room and dietary dry storage area shall conform to K.A.R. 28-39-162c, table 1.

10) There shall be a sanitizing provision for cans, carts, and mobile tray conveyors in any facility constructed after February 15, 1977.

11) There shall be a waste storage area in a separate room or an outside area that is readily accessible for direct pickup or disposal.

...13) A staff toilet and lavatory shall be accessible to the dietary staff.

14) Each facility constructed after February 15, 1977 shall contain a janitor's closet located within the dietary department, which shall contain a floor receptor or service sink, and storage space for housekeeping equipment and supplies.

28-39-162c. Nursing facility physical environment; mechanical and electrical requirements.

G) Hot water heating equipment shall have sufficient capacity to supply hot water at temperatures and amounts indicated below. Water temperature shall be measured at the hot water point of use or at the inlet to processing equipment. Dietary 120 (Minimum)-Temperature (degrees F)

d) Dietary areas. A dietary area shall provide for sanitary meal preparation or service to residents.

1) Each facility shall wash, rinse, and sanitize all tableware, kitchenware, and food preparation equipment in any of the following:

A) a dishwashing machine;

B) a three-compartment sink;

C) three separate containers; or

D) any combination of the above.
2) Each facility shall provide the disposal of waste by incineration, mechanical destruction, removal, or combination of these. Air-tight, closed containers shall be used to store waste.

3) Ceilings in the dietary area shall be cleanable by dustless methods, including vacuum cleaning or wet cleaning.

4) Dietary areas shall not have exposed or unprotected sewer lines (Authorized by and implementing K.S.A. 39-932; effective Oct. 8, 1999)